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ABSTRACT
The ACS CCD Electronics Box Replacement (CEB-R) installed during SM4 features a
Teledyne SIDECAR ASIC that permits optimization of the WFC via adjustment of CCD
clock voltages, bias voltages, and pixel transmission timing. A built-in oscilloscope
mode allows sensing of the analog signal from each output amplifier. An on-orbit
campaign to optimize the performance of the WFC was undertaken at the start of the
SMOV period. Initial tests with pre-SM4 default voltages and timing patterns showed
that WFC’s performance matches or exceeds its pre-failure levels, notwithstanding the
expected increases in dark current and hot pixels and the decline in charge-transfer
efficiency due to prolonged exposure to HST’s radiation environment. The WFC2 CCD
exhibited anomalous behavior when operated with nondefault settings of its amplifiers’
reset-drain voltage (VOD). The CCD again displayed normal behavior when VOD was
restored to its default setting. Consequently, the Optimization Campaign was truncated
after two iterations, and ACS science operations commenced with the pre-SM4 default
configuration.

Operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc., for the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration
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Introduction
The Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) suffered component failures in its Side 1 and
Side 2 Low Voltage Power Supplies (LVPS) in June 2006 and January 2007,
respectively, that afterwards prevented operation of its Wide Field Channel (WFC) and
High Resolution Channel (HRC). Both channels were revived after the Side 1 failure by
switching the power and control to the Side 2 electronics (Figure 1). The subsequent
fatal short circuit in the Side 2 LVPS or Auxiliary Power Box (APB) also caused a blown
fuse in the Power Distribution Unit (PDU) and damage to the hold bus (Figure 2). The
Solar Blind Channel (SBC) was unaffected by these failures and remained available for
scientific use throughout this problematic period.
The WFC was restored to operation after the successful installation of the WFC CCD
Electronics Box Replacement (CEB-R) and the Low Voltage Power Supply Replacement
(LVPS-R) during Servicing Mission 4 (SM4). Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of the
ACS repair (ACS-R) configuration. The LVPS-R receives power from the Side 1 PDU
via the Power Intercept Element (PIE) and then distributes the +5, –15, +15, and +35 V
supplies to the CEB-R and the HRC CEB via the Power Output Element (POE).
Unfortunately, additional damage to the HRC power harness during the Side 2 failure
prevented the recovery of the HRC during the ACS-R mission. Consequently, the HRC
remains unavailable for scientific use.
The CEB-R is equipped with an Application-Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC)
manufactured by Teledyne Scientific & Imaging, LLC, that provides a System for Image
Digitization, Enhancement, Control, and Retrieval (SIDECAR). The SIDECAR ASIC
generates the bias and clock voltages needed to operate the WFC CCDs. It is fully
programmable and its flight assembly code can be modified on-orbit to adjust the CCDs’
voltages if desired. The video signals from the four WFC output amplifiers can be
sensed by an internal oscilloscope mode and sent directly to the ASIC. The CEB-R is
also equipped with a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) that controls the timing
and packaging of 16-bit pixel data from the CEB-R to the Main Electronics Box (MEB).
Figure 4 is a schematic diagram of the CEB-R and its interfaces with the WFC CCDs and
MEB. Together, the SIDECAR ASIC and the FPGA allow on-orbit optimization of
WFC performance through concurrent and iterative adjustments of the two CCDs’
operating voltages and timing patterns.
Although ground tests verified the functionality of the CEB-R with a flight-spare WFC
unit, the intrinsically variable performance of the SITe CCDs manufactured for ACS
precluded a ground-based determination of the optimal voltage and timing settings for the
on-orbit WFC CCDs. Ground tests did show that the external preamplifiers attached to
the CCDs display non-ideal, transient settling behavior. This behavior was not tested
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the Side 1 and Side 2 power supplies and control electronics of the
WFC and the HRC. The failure of the +15 V source in the Side 1 LVPS in June 2006 forced a switch
to Side 2 operations to restore WFC and HRC operations.

Figure 2. Same as figure 1.

A short circuit in the Side 2 LVPS or APB in January 2007 caused

damage to the PDU and hold bus that shut down WFC and HRC operations.
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the ACS CCD power and electronics configurations after SM4 in
May 2009. The WFC was restored to full operation, but damage to the HRC’s power harness in
January 2007 prevented recovery of the HRC.

in isolation, so its effect on the CEB-R’s signal processing circuitry could not be assessed
prior to SM4. Furthermore, ground tests revealed that the read noise depends on the
timing of the data transmission from the CEB-R to the MEB relative to the timing of the
pixel integration and analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion. The CEB-R’s ability to adjust
the timing pattern of the data transmission provides a potential means of noise mitigation
that was not available with the original CEB.
To account for the different characteristics of the ground and flight detectors, and to
achieve the best possible performance of the newly repaired WFC, the ACS instrument
teams at Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) and STScI devised an Optimization
Campaign (OC) that would be conducted early in the Servicing Mission Observatory
Verification (SMOV) period. The OC originally comprised seven distinct tests of CCD
performance that were conducted wholly or partially over a maximum of eight iterations
spanning approximately three weeks. The number and order of iterations and the
planned duration of the OC changed as events and scheduling constraints evolved. For
reasons described in this ISR, the OC as executed in May and June 2009 was truncated
after two iterations.
The rationale and strategy of the OC are described at length in Technical Instrument
Report (TIR) ACS 2008-03 (Cheng 2008). The detailed implementation of the strategy
and the data analysis are described in TIR ACS 2009-01 (Sirianni et al. 2009).
A qualitative description of the scientific impacts of the potential changes in the
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the CEB-R and its interfaces with the existing WFC CCD and MEB.

performance of the WFC during the OC is given in TIR 2008-04 (Gilliland et al. 2008).
These internal reports are not readily available outside of STScI, so the salient topics of
each report are reproduced in this ISR. Readers who wish to obtain copies of these TIRs
should contact the Help Desk at STScI.
In this ISR, we present the results of the WFC performance tests conducted during the
first two iterations of the OC on 28 May 2009 and 3 Jun 2009. We summarize the
characteristics of the WFC in the default mode of operation adopted for Cycle 17 and
beyond, and we described the anomalous behavior that forced the early truncation of the
OC. More detailed descriptions of the WFC’s charge-transfer efficiency, amplifier crosstalk, and photometric sensitivity and stability are contained in other ISRs that concern the
broader Cycle 17 ACS calibration program (e.g., Suchkov et al. 2010; Bohlin &
Anderson 2011; Bohlin et al. 2011).
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Test Plan and Timeline
The principal goal of the ACS-R Optimization Campaign was to converge upon a
configuration of the CEB-R that yields WFC performance that matches or exceeds the
performance achieved with the original CEB. This performance was assessed using the
previously supported A/D gain settings of 1.0 e− DN–1 and 2.0 e− DN–1, and with two
types of correlated double-sampling (CDS) of the video output from the external
preamplifiers. The CEB-R offers both the Clamp-and-Sample (C&S) and Dual-Slope
Integrator (DSI) types of CDS, whereas the original CEB offered only C&S. DSI
generally provides lower read noise than C&S, so DSI was the presumed default type of
CDS for post-SM4 ACS operations.
The metrics by which the WFC performance was judged are read noise, linearity, average
full-well depth, dark current, charge transfer efficiency (CTE), and amplifier crosstalk.
Each iteration of the OC contained a diverse set of bias, dark, and internal flat-field
exposures obtained with different A/D gains, CDS types, and clock rates that collectively
formed a general performance test of the initial voltage and timing settings established
for that iteration. Each iteration also contained a test to verify that the internal ASIC
signals were properly phased with the incoming video signal. The iterations also
contained various combinations of five specific tests designed to explore the effects of
successive and/or simultaneous adjustments of particular voltage or timing settings.
Only two iterations contained all five tests; the other iterations featured only one or two
of the tests.
General and specific tests
Two general tests were executed during all OC iterations:
Oscilloscope Mode Check of Internal Signals. This engineering test ensures that the
internal ASIC signals are properly timed with the incoming video signal. Oscilloscope
traces of the ASIC signal and video signals from three WFC detector quadrants are
monitored simultaneously while the CCDs are illuminated to approximately half the fullwell depth.
General Performance Test. This comprehensive CCD performance test comprises 234
bias, dark, and flat-field exposures obtained with different A/D gains, CDS types, clock
rates, and array formats. The read noise, dark current, gain, linearity, full-well depth,
CTE, and cross-talk of each output amplifier were measured from these frames, using the
default voltage and clock settings that were uplinked between the previous and current
iterations.
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Five specific tests were executed during some of the OC iterations:
Preamp Settling Test. The goal of this test was to determine the optimal reset gate
voltage (VRG) that minimizes feed-through of the output amplifier’s reset clock into the
video signal without driving the external preamplifier into saturation. Bias, flat-field,
and oscilloscope frames were recorded using 534×512 subarrays and values of VRG that
were offset from the default value by 0, –1, and +4 V.
Serial Clock Feed-Through Test. The goal of this test was to determine the optimal high
and low voltage rails for the serial clock and summing well in order to minimize the
clock feedthough into the video signal. Oscilloscope traces were recorded for successive
pairs of dark and flat-field exposures obtained while the serial clock and summing well
voltages were individually and sequentially offset by ±1 V from their default values.
Bias Voltage Optimization. The goal of this test was to optimize three CCD bias
voltages: reset drain (VOD), output drain (VDD), and last gate (VLG). These bias voltages
mainly affect read noise and full-well depth. Bias and flat-field frames were recorded
using 534×512 subarrays and values of VOD, VDD, and VLG that were offset from their
default values by –1.5 V to +1.5 V.
Clock Voltage Optimization. The goal of this test was to determine whether adjustments
of the parallel and serial clock rails could improve CTE.
The clock rails were
individually and sequentially offset by ±1 V from their default values. Dark and flatfield frames were recorded for each CCD using the Extended Pixel Edge Response
(EPER) clocking pattern (featuring 75 extra overscan rows and columns) through a single
output amplifier.
Science Data Transmission Test. The goal of this test was to determine the timing of
transmission of the 16-bit pixel data from the FPGA to the MEB that minimizes read
noise. The FPGA can split the 16-bit pixel data into two smaller packets of equal or
unequal size and provide arbitrary delays between the two packets. Fifty-one bias frames
were recorded using 534×512 subarrays and a wide selection of packet sizes and delays.
OC Timeline
Table 1 shows the test plan and timeline as intended for a maximal 8-iteration OC and the
actual STS-125 launch date of 11 May 2009. Each iteration was planned as a separate
observing proposal (with consecutive ID numbers 11809–11816) to facilitate scheduling,
execution, and data management. The separation and timing of the iterations were
7

Table 1. Original timeline of the ACS-R Optimization Campaign.

dictated by the data volume and transmission time, required analysis time, and deadlines
for providing revised default settings for iterations contained within the next Science
Mission Specification (SMS) period. The eight-day interval between Iterations 4 and 5
reflect the extra analysis and thinking time that would have been needed to determine
whether to execute the full OC or truncate the OC after four iterations.
Each test was assigned a label (listed in Column 2 of Table 1) corresponding to the group
of “visits” associated with that test in the Phase 2 proposal. The tests executed in each
iteration are identified by the yellow boxes containing the test labels. The vertical red
lines denote the SMS boundaries. All tests conducted within a single SMS have the same
default CCD settings. New settings could be uplinked to the CEB-R before the next SMS
boundary, but a new setting would revert to its initial default value if any offset from that
new setting was subsequently commanded within the SMS. Any permanent changes to
the default settings for the next SMS period had to be determined and delivered by the
Thursday preceding the next SMS. Additional information about each test can be found
in the section of TIR ACS 2008-03 referenced in Column 3 of Table 1.
Although not formally part of the OC, two other calibration programs were executed
concurrently with the OC. These programs (IDs 11510 and 11371) obtained exposures
of external targets for the purpose of checking the effects of CTE and amplifier cross-talk
(Suchkov et al. 2010; Bohlin et al. 2011), respectively, in typical astronomical
observations. These programs were to be executed after the Bright Earth Avoidance
(BEA) period on Day 15 of the OC (Table 1). They complemented the formal OC tests
of CTE and cross-talk obtained from internal calibration frames.
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Data Analysis Procedure
To assess the performance of WFC with default or non-default CEB-R settings and
uplink any adjustments to those settings before the next iteration, an efficient procedure
for processing and analyzing the test data was enacted. The telemetry was fast-tracked
from the data-capture facility at GSFC through the OPUS Science Data Processing
pipeline at STScI, which converted the image data into standard FITS files that could be
processed through a suite of custom software packages written in the Interactive Data
Language (IDL) by the ACS instrument team at STScI. The software was tailored for
the specific data formats, instrument modes, and tests associated with each iteration so
that processing time was minimal and the numerical results were readily accessible for
subsequent analysis. The software packages are described in TIR ACS 2009-01 (Sirianni
et al. 2009). All image data was processed and analyzed at STScI.
Data obtained from the CEB-R’s oscilloscope mode were likewise fast-tracked to STScI,
but were not converted by OPUS to FITS format. Instead, the telemetry pod files were
forwarded to analysts at GSFC and Teledyne, who used other custom software developed
at Teledyne to examine the video output from the CCD amplifiers and the analog signals
generated by the CEB-R at pixel-time resolution. The oscilloscope-mode data analysis
was performed concurrently with the image analysis conducted at STScI.
The results of the image and oscilloscope analyses were reviewed and discussed by the
OC leads at STScI, GSFC, and Teledyne via teleconference typically within 24 hours of
the end of each iteration. Recommendations for any changes to voltages or timing
patterns were made at the end of this discussion and submitted to the HST Mission Office
at STScI and the HST Project Office at GSFC for approval. Once approved, the change
was either implemented through real-time commanding via an Operations Request or
through stored commanding via a standard SMS.
All data collection, analysis, and commanding procedures were tested via a high-fidelity
simulation of the OC conducted by GSFC and STScI in February and March 2009. In
this “dry run,” mock image and oscilloscope data were produced in the Extended
Software Test and Integration Facility (ESTIF) at GSFC using flight-spare WFC CCD
and CEB-R hardware and actual flight software, assembly code, and commanding
instructions. The mock data were analyzed and changes to the CEB-R settings were
implemented in approximately real time. The dry run not only motivated significant
improvements to the data analysis tools and procedures, but it ensured efficiency and
coordination between the many groups conducting the OC at STScI, GSFC, and
Teledyne.
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Table 2.

Initial default voltage settings for Iteration 1 of Optimization Campaign1

Mnemonic

Description

Type

V (Bias)

V (High)

V (Low)

VDD

Output Drain

Bias

26.5

…

…

VOD

Reset Drain

Bias

15.0

…

…

VOFD

Overflow Drain

Bias

15.0

…

…

VTG

Transfer Gate

Bias

5.0

…

…

VLG

Last Gate

Bias

–3.0

…

…

VRG

Reset Gate

Clock

…

8.0

0.0

VP1

Parallel Phase 1

Clock

…

3.0

–8.0

VP2

Parallel Phase 2

Clock

…

3.0

–8.0

VP3

Parallel Phase 3

Clock

…

6.0

–6.0

VS1

Serial Phase 1

Clock

…

5.0

–6.0

VS2

Serial Phase 2

Clock

…

5.0

–6.0

VS3

Serial Phase 3

Clock

…

5.0

–6.0

VSW

Summing Well

Clock

…

5.0

–6.0

1

Initial voltages conform to WFC electronics configuration before Side 2 failure in January 2007.

Results of the Optimization Campaign
Iteration 1: General Performance Test
Iteration 1 of the OC (Proposal 11809) was executed successfully on UT 2009 May 28
and May 29. All general and specific tests were performed using the default voltages
(Table 2) and timing patterns used at the time of the Side 2 failure in January 2007. The
operating temperature of the CCDs was also set to the pre-failure value of –81° C.
Iteration 1 thus provided an extensive set of baseline calibration images that could be
directly compared with images obtained with the original CEB.
Synchronization of ASIC and Video Signals.
Inspection of all oscilloscope traces
(Figure 5) revealed no pertinent errors in the relative timing of the internal ASIC signals
and the incoming video signal. An anomaly involving a loss of phase lock between the
CCD and ADC clocks was tracked to improper timing within the oscilloscope assembly
code itself. This software error affected only the phasing of diagnostic data from the
oscilloscope; it had no impact on the actual phasing of the ASIC and CCD signals. The
anomaly was immediately corrected by adding microcontroller clock cycles to the
deficient path in the assembly code.
Bias Structure and Stability. Figure 6 shows the first WFC bias frames obtained in the
OC using the C&S and DSI types of CDS, along with the last bias frame recorded before
the Side 2 failure in January 2007. All three frames were obtained with the default
parallel and serial clock rates. Two characteristic differences between the pre-SM4 and
post-SM4 frames are evident: (1) the post-SM4 frames contain an additional noise
component that appears constant along the serial (horizontal) register, but has an
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Figure 5. Sample output of oscilloscope mode from Iteration 1 of the OC, showing clock traces for
(from top to bottom) the reset gate, DSI output for quadrant B, raw video from quadrant B, and raw
video from quadrant A.

approximately 1/f power spectrum along the parallel (vertical) register (Grogin et al.
2011); and (2) the local bias values in the post-SM4 frames increase with increasing
horizontal and vertical distances from each output amplifier. The latter effect, which we
hereafter call the “bias gradient,” is depicted more quantitatively in Figure 7. Both
phenomena were observed in ground tests of the flight-spare WFC and CEB-R, so their
appearance in the on-orbit images was expected.
The horizontal stripes are caused by low-frequency (0.001 to 1 Hz) noise associated with
an offset voltage applied by the SIDECAR ASIC to maintain a positive input signal to the
A/D converter. Similar 1/f noise appears in other bias and reference voltages generated
by the ASIC, but because this particular offset voltage is applied after the CDS stage of
signal processing, the noise is not eliminated by the CDS. The horizontal stripes vary
from frame to frame, and they are present regardless of which type of CDS is used. The
histogram of the stripe values is approximately Gaussian with σ ≈ 0.5 DN (Grogin et al.
2011), so the stripes contribute negligibly to large-scale measurements of read noise in
each quadrant (Table 3). Nevertheless, the correlated nature of the noise along over
several rows of pixels may be problematic for studies of faint and extended astronomical
sources if the stripes are not removed by subsequent image processing.
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Figure 6. WFC bias frames obtained in Iteration 1 of the OC using the clamp-and-sample (upper left)
and dual-slope integrator (upper right) types of correlated double sampling. Each post-SM4 frame
exhibits structure that was not present in the final WFC bias frame recorded in January 2007
(bottom).
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Figure 7. Contour maps of 6th-order polynomials fitted to each quadrant of the post-SM4 bias
frames obtained with the clamp-and-sample (top) and dual-slope integrator (bottom) modes. The
contours reflect the bias gradients in units of DN above the minimum value of each polynomial fit.
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Figure 8. Location of 10×10 pixel box used to determine the true bias level in the absence of DSI bias
shift. The box lies in the upper right corner of the intersection between the 24 columns of physical
prescan and the 20 rows of virtual overscan associated with every full-format WFC CCD image.

The bias gradient is more pronounced in the DSI frames than in the C&S frames. This
behavior indicates two stages to the effect: (1) a slow drift in the offset of the video
signal as it exits the high-pass filter of the CCD’s external preamplifier, and (2) small
differences in the gains of the up and down ramps of the DSI due to a slight mismatch
between the feedback resistors associated with each ramp. The first stage is independent
of CDS type and is thus common to both. The second stage pertains only to the DSI and
results in an amplification of the bias drift from the preamplifier. Because the bias
gradients from both types of CDS are very stable among successive frames, their
differences were not pertinent to the choice of default CDS type for post-SM4 operations.
The mismatched feedback resistors in the DSI also yield a shift in the bias level that is
proportional to the measured signal in an illuminated pixel and which decays slowly over
successive serial pixel transfers. This signal-dependent bias shift is superposed on the
static bias gradient and, like the bias gradient, varies in magnitude among the four CCD
quadrants. The bias-shift magnitudes were estimated for each quadrant using the
difference between bias values measured in the 24-pixel-wide physical prescan of
increasingly illuminated flat-field images and bias values measured in a 10×10 pixel box
located at the upper right corner of the intersection of the physical prescan and the virtual
overscan (Figure 8). The measured DSI bias shifts for the A, B, C, and D quadrants
were 0.02%, 0.22%, 0.30%, and 0.06%, respectively. Likewise, measurements obtained
from flat-field images recorded with the C&S mode were 0.02% before January 2007
(Gilliland et al. 2008) and 0.01−0.02% during Iteration 1 of the OC.
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Flat Field Stability. The upper panels of Figure 9 display internal flat-field images
obtained in January 2007 and in Iteration 1 of the OC using ACS’s tungsten calibration
lamp and the F435W filter. The images are qualitatively indistinguishable. The lower
panel of Figure 9 shows histograms of the ratios of internal F435W, F625W, and F814W
flats obtained in 2006 and shortly after SM4.
These histograms indicate that the
sensitivities of 0.5−1.5% of the pixels changed by more than 3 times the gaussian
measurement error, and that the number of anomalous pixels increases with decreasing
wavelength. This behavior was described by Bohlin & Mack (2005) and Gilliland &
Bohlin (2007) before SM4, so it appears to be a chronic condition unrelated to the Side 2
failure or the performance of the CEB-R. Gilliland & Bohlin (2007) also noted that the
magnitude of the effect is correlated with time since the previous CCD anneal. This
observation implicates temporary, stochastic damage by cosmic radiation as the cause of
the effect, but the physics of the anomaly is presently unknown.
Linear Response and Full-Well Depth. Figure 10 shows the photon transfer curve
(Janesick 2001) for WFC quadrant D obtained from consecutive pairs of 534×512
subarray images obtained in Iteration 1 with the DSI, a commanded A/D gain of 2.0 e−
DN–1, and flat-field illuminations that increased successively from ~2500 e− to ~95000 e−.
The curve shows excellent linear response up to the nominal full well depth of ~80000 e−,
and it is representative of the performance of all four WFC quadrants. The average A/D
conversion factor among all four quadrants is 2.036 ± 0.082 e− DN–1 for the commanded
gain setting.
Read Noise. Table 3 lists the measured values of bias, read noise, A/D gain, and fullwell depth for each CCD quadrant obtained for various combinations of gain, pixel clock
rate, and CDS type commanded in the General Performance Test of Iteration 1. The
measurements are based on relatively few bias frames and flat-field images obtained for
each combination during visit “A” (see Table 1); they are not the official values of each
characteristic published in the ACS Instrument Handbook or other ACS ISRs. The
average read noise of 4.7 e− obtained with the C&S mode and a commanded gain of
2.0 e− DN–1 is significantly better than the nominal pre-SM4 value of 5.5 e− obtained with
the original CEB. For the full pixel clock rate of 45 kHz, the average read noise
obtained with the DSI is 0.75 e− and 0.33 e− lower than that obtained with the C&S mode
for gains of 1.0 e− DN–1 and 2.0 e− DN–1, respectively. This improvement was anticipated
during the development of the CEB-R, and it was the principal motivation for adopting
the DSI as the default type of CDS for post-SM4 science operations. On the other hand,
bias frames obtained at half the nominal clock rate (22.5 kHz) showed higher-thanexpected read noise in the C&S mode and anomalously low read noise with the DSI.
(The factor of 2 reduction in the gain of the DSI mode is an expected consequence of
halving the clock rate.) The low DSI measurements were caused by an improperly set
bias offset that forced the A/D converters to operate below the limits of their linear
response. Although the read noise at the full clock rate was satisfactory for post-SM4
DSI operations, revised bias offsets were approved for Iteration 2 to achieve proper A/D
functionality in case of a future need to operate at half the nominal clock rate.
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Figure 9. Internal flat-field WFC images obtained in January 2007 (top left) and May 2009 (top right)
using the tungsten calibration lamp and the F435W filter.

The images are qualitatively

indistinguishable, but histograms of the ratios of pre-SM4 and post-SM4 flats obtained with F435W,
F625W, and F814W (bottom) show that 1.5, 1.0, and 0.5% of the pixels, respectively, have sensitivities
that deviate by more than 3 times the gaussian measurement error (Gilliland & Bohlin 2007).
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Figure 10. Photon transfer curve for WFC quadrant D, showing excellent CCD linearity and a
nominal full well depth. The curve typifies the performance of all four quadrants. The solid red line
is a linear least squares fit to the data whose signals are below ~90% of the average pixel well depth
marked by the dashed blue line.

Radiation Damage. Three diagnostic characteristics of prolonged radiation exposure –
dark current, CTE, and hot pixels – were measured. CTE was measured using the EPER
technique (Janesick 2001) at two illumination levels and using the trails of deferred
charge from hot pixels identified in long-exposure dark frames. Table 4 shows the dark
current measurements and EPER results for each commanded combination of CCD
quadrant, illumination level, and CDS type. The data show that there is no correlation
between dark current or CTE and CDS type, as expected for any characteristics that are
intrinsic to the CCD and not the signal-processing electronics.
The measured dark current and parallel CTE at the lower (~1620 e−) illumination level
are significantly worse than the predicted values of 15 e− pix−1 hr−1 and 0.999921,
respectively, for May 2009 based on observed trends from March 2002 to January 2007
(Gilliland et al. 2008). The parallel CTE is also marginally below the threshold of 0.9999
that Gilliland et al. deemed to be more problematic for science than waiving the expected
improvement in read noise obtained with the DSI, if such a waiver could yield higher
CTE. On the other hand, the post-SM4 measurements of deferred charge from individual
hot pixels are consistent with, or marginally better than, predictions for May 2009 based
on the extrapolated trend between July and December 2006 (Figure 11). Moreover, the
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Table 3.

Bias, Read Noise, Gain, and Full-Well Depth Measurements from Iteration 1
Dual-Slope Integrator

Clamp & Sample
Prescan

Clock

Cmd

Rate

Gain1

Full

1.0

Amp

2.0

Half

4

2.0

Bias

Read
Noise

2

−

(DN)

(e )

A

4644

5.2

B

4817

C

4794

Gain

Full-Well

(e−/DN)

Depth

3

−

Prescan

Read

Bias

Noise
−

(e )

Gain

2

(e−/DN)

Full-Well
Depth3
(ke−)

(ke )

(DN)

1.01

…

2243

4.3

1.08

…

4.2

0.92

…

2318

3.5

0.99

…

4.5

0.93

…

2313

3.8

1.05

…

D

4750

4.2

0.98

…

2595

3.5

1.04

…

A

3982

5.3

1.89

79.5

2071

4.9

2.14

87.0

B

4098

4.5

1.79

77.5

2117

4.0

1.90

76.5

C

4234

4.6

1.78

82.5

2184

4.5

2.09

87.0

D

4088

4.4

1.84

79.0

2272

4.1

2.02

81.0

A

2843

6.6

2.11

…

1329

2.7

1.16

…

B

2864

6.0

1.92

…

1340

2.6

1.16

…

C

2840

6.9

1.96

…

1372

2.9

1.13

…

D

3056

5.8

2.05

…

1419

2.9

1.14

…

1

Commanded A/D gain.
Read noise in image area after subtraction of a polynomial fit to the bias gradient.
3
Full-well depth measurements are accurate to ± 10%.
4
Anomalously low read noise and gain for the DSI at half clock rate are due to A/D converter saturation.
2

Table 4.

Dark Current and EPER CTE Measurements from Iteration 1
Parallel EPER

CDS
Type
DSI

Amp
A
B
C
D

C&S

Dark

Illum.

Serial EPER
Illum.

Level
(e−)

23.2

1680

0.999890

1440

0.999992

9100

0.999956

7780

0.999985

1580

0.999896

1730

0.999992

8660

0.999953

9460

0.999996

1610

0.999897

1220

0.999994

8830

0.999954

6670

0.999996

1570

0.999888

1560

0.999995

8540

0.999954

8450

0.999997

27.2
22.9
25.5

CTE

Level

CTE

Current
(e−/pix/hr)

(e−)

A

26.1

1590

0.999891

1370

0.999992

B

23.4

1600

0.999863

1760

0.999994

C

24.7

1550

0.999858

1180

0.999995

D

26.6

1540

0.999902

1520

0.999996
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Figure 11. Evolution of WFC horizontal (serial) and vertical (parallel) CTE as a function of time in
orbit. The plots track the amounts of deferred charge in three trailing pixels from 1000 e− hot pixels
(ordinates) and the decay profiles of the deferred-charge trails from all hot pixels (abscissae) at
discrete epochs (colored points). The solid black points represent the predicted post-SM4 values
extrapolated from the two measurements (July and December 2006) obtained after the CCD
temperature was lowered to −81° C. The open squares and triangles represent the measured postSM4 values with and without removal of the horizontal bias stripe artifacts, respectively.

measured fraction of permanent WFC hot pixels (i.e., pixels with dark current greater
than 0.08 e− pix−1 s−1) after SM4 exactly matches the projected value of 1.1% for May
2009 (Gilliland et al. 2008). These contradictory indicators of radiation damage are
discussed further on page 25.
Amplifier Crosstalk. A detailed analysis of the electronic “ghost” images caused by
crosstalk among the four CCD amplifier signals before and after SM4 was reported by
Suchkov et al. (2010). Here we restate only the result of the Iteration 1 analysis that
pertains specifically to the acceptable performance standard established by Gilliland et al.
(2008). For individual pixel signals of ~50,000 e− identified from isolated hot pixels or
cosmic-ray impacts, the average fractional crosstalk signal among the four CCD
quadrants is (5 ± 4) × 10−5, which is statistically identical to the January 2007 value of
4 × 10−5 and an order of magnitude lower that the problematic post-SM4 level set by
Gilliland et al. (2008).
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Iteration 1: Optimization Tests
Preamp Settling Test. The oscilloscope traces of the analog video signals from each
amplifier are almost identical (within the sampling noise) despite the changes to the high
rail of the reset-gate clock. The only perceptible difference between the traces for the
largest and smallest rail settings is an inconsequential DC offset of 5−10 mV. These
results eliminated the concern about possible saturation of the external preamplifier.
Moreover, the average read noise measured from the prescan regions of dark frames
varies by < 5% for the three settings of the rail voltage. This apparent insensitivity of the
video signal to the reset voltage indicates that the length of the video short circuit (clamp)
during the reset of the CCD output amplifier is sufficiently long to mask any disturbances
that may otherwise propagate to the external preamplifier. Consequently, the default
voltages for the reset-gate clock were deemed satisfactory for post-SM4 operations.
Serial Clock Feed-Through Test. The oscilloscope traces of the analog video signals
from each amplifier appear identical (within the sampling noise) despite the changes to
the high and low rails of the summing well and the three phases of the serial clock.
Consequently, the default voltages for the summing well and serial clock were deemed
satisfactory for post-SM4 operations.
Bias Voltage Optimization. The read noise, A/D gain, and full-well depth of all four
CCD quadrants vary by < 10% for all the commanded combinations of VOD, VDD, and
VLG, except those in which the reset drain voltage (VOD) was offset by −1 V from its
default value of 15 V. In the two exceptional cases, VLG was set at its default value of
−3 V, and VDD was first set at its default value of 26.5 V and then offset by −1.5 V from
the default value. Figure 12 shows the 534×512 subarray bias and flat-field frames
obtained from each quadrant for the exceptional case in which VDD and VLG were set at
their default values. (The other exceptional case produced nearly identical frames.) The
bias and flat-field frames from quadrants A and B of the WFC1 CCD appear normal, but
those from quadrant C and D of the WFC2 CCD exhibit highly anomalous bias and gain
levels, suppressed noise and full well depth, and/or large column-to-column variations.
The column structure seen in quadrant C is stable among successive bias frames and flat
fields recorded with fixed illumination. Normal function of quadrants C and D was
restored when VOD was reset to its default value at the conclusion of the bias voltage test.
The VOD anomaly was unexpected and had not been seen during the dry run of the OC
conducted at GSFC in February and March 2009 using the flight-spare WFC and CEB-R
hardware (see page 9). Checks of the engineering telemetry associated with Visit D of
Iteration 1 indicated that the correct bias voltages had been commanded and applied
during this exercise. Subsequent testing of the flight-spare WFC in GSFC’s Detector
Characterization Laboratory (DCL) did not reproduce the column structure seen in
Quadrant C when ΔVOD = −1 V, but it did reproduce the bias offset observed in the
prescan of Quadrant D when a larger offset of ΔVOD = −5 V was applied. The column
structure and its associated sub-poisson noise characteristics (Figure 13) could, however,
be reproduced in the DCL by injecting charge into the CCD from the overflow drain via
the transfer gate.
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Figure 12.

Bias and flat-field frames from all four CCD quadrants obtained during the bias

optimization test (Visit D) of Iteration 1. The top row shows individual subarray bias frames for (left
to right) quadrants A, B, C, and D. The middle and bottom rows show flat-field subarray frames
illuminated to levels of ~25% and ~90% of the linear full-well depth, respectively.
labeled with their HST archive file name.

All frames are

The dark (or bright) vertical stripes to the left of

quadrants A and C and to the right of quadrants B and D are the 22 columns of physical prescan
associated with each 512×512 subarray.

All frames from quadrants A and B (on the WFC1 CCD)

appear nominal. The bias and flat-field frames for quadrant C (on the WFC2 CCD) have pixel
values that are elevated by a factor of ~4 in both the prescan and image regions, although the prescan
does not have the column structure seen in the image region. The prescan region of quadrant D (on
WFC2) also has elevated pixel values, but the signal response in image region is inverted (e.g.,
normally dark features appear bright). Quadrant D does not exhibit the column structure observed
in Quadrant C.
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Figure 13. Noise characteristics of the signal measured along the columns of quadrant C bias frame
when ΔVOD = −1 V, after subtraction of the nominal bias gradient. The crosses show the noise as a
function of the average pixel signal in that column. The thin arc of points shows the expected noise
along each column if the source of the signal was a Poisson process. The sub-poisson nature of the
measured noise distribution indicates that the signal is caused by charge injected along each column.

Clock Voltage Optimization. EPER measurements of the parallel and serial components
of CTE obtained for two signal levels (~25% and ~75% of the linear full-well depth)
reveal no statistically significant variations as functions of the parallel or serial clock
voltages. Any potential improvements in CTE from adjusting these clock rails must be
negligible compared with magnitude of the CTE degradation after 7 years in HST’s
radiation environment. Consequently, the default rail voltages for all parallel and serial
clock phases were deemed satisfactory for post-SM4 operations.
Science Data Transmission Test. Measurements of the prescan read noise in Quadrant B
for the 51 combinations of data packet sizes and transmission timing show no statistically
significant trends. Because this test would not again be executed until Iteration 4,
investigation of the packet and transmission parameters that yielded the lowest read noise
measurements was deferred to the less constrained analysis period following Iteration 2.
Unfortunately, the truncation of the OC after Iteration 2 (described below) rendered such
an investigation academic, so the default packet sizes and timing were adopted for postSM4 operations.
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Iteration 2
Iteration 2 of the OC (Proposal 11810) was executed successfully on UT 2009 June 3,
after an up-link of revised bias offsets for images recorded with the DSI at half the
nominal clock rate (see page 15). No other changes were made to the default (pre-SM4)
voltages and clocking patterns used in Iteration 1. Consequently, only the half-rate DSI
images obtained in the General Performance Test (Visit A) were expected to differ
significantly from those obtained in Iteration 1. The bias levels of the full-rate DSI
images were also expected to change somewhat in response to the revised bias offsets,
but not in a manner that would affect imaging performance. All other image frames and
oscilloscope data from Visits A, C, and G were expected to be statistically identical to
their counterparts from Iteration 1.
Tables 5 and 6 show the results of the General Performance Test from Iteration 2, which
conform to the expectations described above. The read noise of the half-rate DSI images
rose to realistic levels of 3.5−4.1 e−, which indicates that the A/D converters now operate
comfortably within their linear range at both clock rates. Although the read noise in the
half-rate DSI image is ~0.5 e− lower than in the full-rate DSI images, the scientific benefit
of this improvement was deemed insufficient to justify the diminished observational
efficiency incurred by the increased CCD readout time. Consequently, the full clock rate
of 45 kHz was retained as the default for post-SM4 science operations.
Termination of the Optimization Campaign
The identification and initial investigation of the VOD anomaly occurred just as Iteration 2
commenced. Although the anomaly indicated a possible electrical problem within the
WFC2 CCD, Iteration 2 was allowed to proceed because the optimization test that
exposed the VOD anomaly (Visit D) was not part of Iteration 2 and all of the tests that
composed Iteration 2 used the default value of VOD, at which normal function of all four
quadrants was maintained. However, concern for the health and safety of ACS during
subsequent OC iterations led the HST Project Management at GSFC and HST Mission
Office at STScI to terminate the OC after Iteration 2.
Further investigation of the VOD anomaly was undertaken in mid-June 2009 by a “tiger
team” at the request of the HST Project. The tiger team found no definitive cause for the
VOD anomaly, but concluded that the anomaly does not elevate the risk of degradation or
failure of ACS when VOD is maintained at the default value. Consequently, the team
recommended to the HST Project that nominal post-SM4 operations of ACS with the
CEB-R continue. The team also concluded that the column structure in Quadrant C is
uniquely caused by charge injection, and recommended the formation of a task force at
GSFC to investigate the possibility of using charge injection to mitigate the impact of
radiation damage on the CTE of the WFC CCDs. The HST Project approved both
recommendations, and the charge-injection investigation at GSFC continues as of this
writing.
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Table 5.

Bias, Read Noise, Gain, and Full-Well Depth Measurements from Iteration 2
Dual-Slope Integrator

Clamp & Sample
Prescan

Clock

Cmd

Rate

Gain1

Full

1.0

Amp

2.0

Half

2.0

Bias

Read
Noise

2

−

(DN)

(e )

A

4616

5.1

B

4788

C

4766

Full-Well

Gain
(e−/DN)

Depth

3

−

Prescan

Read

Bias

Noise
−

(e )

Gain

2

(e−/DN)

0.99

…

2325

4.2

1.07

…

4.1

0.91

…

2408

3.5

0.99

…

4.4

0.93

…

2398

3.8

1.05

…

D

4723

4.2

0.99

…

2682

3.6

1.06

…

A

3944

5.2

1.85

82.5

2936

4.6

2.04

82.0

B

4058

4.4

1.77

79.0

2972

4.0

1.94

77.5

C

4194

4.8

1.83

88.0

3006

4.4

2.09

87.5

D

4049

4.6

1.97

87.0

3140

4.1

2.07

82.5

A

2820

6.8

2.06

…

2191

4.1

1.16

…

B

2840

6.0

1.89

…

2173

3.7

1.18

…

C

2818

6.7

1.95

…

2271

3.6

1.15

…

D

3031

6.0

2.05

…

2435

3.5

1.17

…

Commanded A/D gain.
Read noise in image area after subtraction of a polynomial fit to the bias gradient.
3
Full-well depth measurements are accurate to ± 10%.

Table 6.

Dark Current and EPER CTE Measurements from Iteration 2
Serial EPER

Parallel EPER

DSI

C&S

(ke−)

(DN)

2

Type

Depth3

(ke )

1

CDS

Full-Well

Amp

Dark

Illum.

Current

Level

−

Illum.
CTE

−

Level

CTE

−

(e /pix/hr)

(e )

A

24.2

1580

0.999879

1360

0.999992

8580

0.999954

7330

0.999985

B

24.7

1600

0.999888

1750

0.999993

8750

0.999954

9550

0.999996

C

24.8

1600

0.999896

1210

0.999994

8730

0.999953

6600

0.999996

D

24.3

1600

0.999876

1580

0.999994

8660

0.999954

8560

0.999997

A

26.1

1540

0.999885

1320

0.999993

B

23.4

1570

0.999878

1720

0.999994

C

24.7

1580

0.999875

1200

0.999995

D

26.6

1620

0.999876

1610

0.999996
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(e )

Ramifications of Optimization Campaign
The truncated OC showed that the performance of the WFC under the command of the
CEB-R matches or exceeds pre-failure levels, notwithstanding the expected increases in
dark current and hot pixels and the decline in CTE due to continued exposure to HST’s
radiation environment. This determination − and the unexpected discovery of the VOD
anomaly − led the HST Project and Mission Office to declare that post-SM4 science
operations would proceed with the DSI mode of pixel sampling and the pre-SM4 default
voltage and timing configurations. Because the primary objective of the ACS-R had
been accomplished using these CEB-R settings, any performance enhancements gleaned
from non-default settings did not justify any risk to the health and safety of ACS resulting
from unknown or unforeseen electronic anomalies within the CCDs.
The elevated dark current and degraded CTE measured during the OC defied the
predictions of Gilliland et al. (2008), which were based on extrapolated linear trends
determined from pre-SM4 monitoring programs.
An initial investigation of these
discrepancies suggested that the predicted values were underestimated due to an
insufficient temporal baseline between the change of CCD operating temperature in July
2006 and the failure of the Side 2 electronics in January 2007 (Figure 14). However, the
unexpectedly rapid decline in the CTE of the UVIS CCD camera in Wide Field Camera 3
since SM4 (Kozhurina−Platais et al. 2011) and the dramatic increase in the charge-trap
density in the ACS CCDs since January 2007 (Massey 2010) indicate that the flux
density of HST’s trapped radiation environment has increased as a consequence of the
currently deep and protracted minimum in the solar cycle. If so, then the pre-failure
trends of dark current and CTE cannot be used for post-SM4 prognoses of WFC
performance. On the other hand, the accurate prediction by Gilliland et al. (2008) of the
hot-pixel fraction (1.1%) in May 2009 suggests that all manifestations of radiation
damage in CCDs are not necessarily dependent on the phase of the solar cycle.
The low-amplitude 1/f noise, bias gradient, and signal-dependent bias shift imposed upon
WFC images by the CEB-R are cosmetic nuisances for most ACS science programs, but
they can affect the results of flux-limited, background-limited, and/or high-contrast
observations. The bias gradient is very stable between frames clocked with the same
timing pattern, so it can be straightforwardedly removed by subtracting a low-noise
“superbias” obtained from the median of many contemporaneous bias frames. However,
the gradient strongly depends on the timing of the CCD readout, so subarray images can
no longer be calibrated using sections of the full-format superbiases, as had been done
before the failure of Side 2 in 2007. Consequently, separate superbiases are now created
from collections of bias frames obtained for each supported subarray mode. To keep the
ACS calibration program manageable, some less popular or redundant subarray modes
are no longer supported by STScI in the post-SM4 era. These modes remain available
for science, but observers must obtain their own bias frames to calibrate their subarray
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Figure 13. WFC dark current as a function of time since the installation of ACS in March 2002. The
vertical dashed lines mark the changes in anneal durations and CCD operating temperatures in
March 2005 and July 2006. The green dot marks the post-SM4 measurement. The thick dashed and
solid lines show the rates of the increasing dark current since July 2006 based on the post-SM4
measurement and the prediction of Gilliland et al. (2008), respectively.

science images. STScI is presently developing algorithms that can be applied to pre- and
post-calibrated science images to remove the horizontal stripes (Grogin et al. 2011), bias
gradient, and bias shift. These algorithms are, or will soon be, offered to the public as
standalone software, and they will be officially incorporated into the CALACS image
calibration software package in late 2011.

Caveat Regarding the Use of OC Test Results
The WFC performance characteristics presented in this ISR are the results of preliminary
tests based on limited amounts of data obtained during the ACS-R Optimization
Campaign. Many of these results have been superseded by the results of more
comprehensive tests conducted during the Cycle 17 calibration program that followed the
OC. These subsequent, more accurate results are summarized in the latest version of the
ACS Instrument Handbook (Maybhate et al. 2010) and other ACS ISRs published since
SM4 (Bohlin et al. 2009, 2011; Bohlin & Anderson 2011; Suchkov et al. 2010). Users of
ACS are strongly encouraged to consult these other documents before quoting the
preliminary performance results presented in this ISR.
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